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THE WINNING STREAK AT ROYAL PLAZA ON SCOTTS

SINGAPORE – With the Singapore Grand Prix upon us, and excitement building
towards the high octane race and the surrounding fringe performances, Royal Plaza
on Scotts celebrates the annual keystone event with The Winning Streak – a
life-sized model of a competitive race car constructed out of mahjong tiles!

The team at Royal Plaza on Scotts, led by Executive Chef Darren Ong, spent over
360 hours designing and assembling the sculpture, which measures 4.4 metres by
1.9 metres and uses more than 16,000 tiles from over 100 mahjong sets. The
Winning Streak has been certified in the Singapore Book of Records as ‘Singapore’s
Largest Mahjong Tile Race Car Sculpture’.



Royal Plaza on Scotts has always celebrated each race season in Singapore with a
creative interpretation of the race-car, assembled using various innovative materials
ranging from plastic bottle-caps, coffee capsules, macarons, tin-cans and even
seashells. The inspiration for this year’s iteration lends a touch of local culture, and
alludes to the skill and strategy a player needs to obtain a winning combination of
tiles in the iconic game, much like the skills demanded of the competitive racers to
manoeuver their way to victory.

The Winning Streak will be on display at Royal Plaza on Scotts until 17 September
2023. In conjunction, the hotel is also giving away a 2D1N stay on their social pages
to one lucky winner with the closest estimate to the total number of mahjong tiles
used for the display.
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High resolution images of The Winning Streak can be downloaded from
https://bit.ly/RP-WinningStreak
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About Royal Plaza on Scotts

Step into a world away from the ordinary at Royal Plaza on Scotts. Just minutes from
Orchard MRT station and Singapore’s bustling Orchard district, experience our
unique brand of colourful hospitality through our collection of 511 guestrooms and
versatile function spaces. Complete your experience at Carousel, our award-winning
all-day dining outlet that serves over 100 international dishes, in one of Singapore’s
most beloved international buffets.

Royal Plaza on Scotts has been inducted into TTG Travel Awards’ Hall of Fame for
consecutively winning “Best Independent Hotel - Asia Pacific” over over a decade
since 2007. The hotel was also awarded “#1 Best Place to Work - Asia” in 2020 by
Great Place to WorkⓇ for outstanding employee work-life practices.
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Royal Plaza on Scotts is part of Preferred Hotels & Resorts’ Lifestyle Collection. To
find out more, visit www.royalplazaonscotts.com.sg


